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Tunneling of single-cycle terahertz pulses through waveguides
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Abstract Propagation of single-cycle terahertz pulses through and past wavelength-sized metal structures has been studied experimentally. In waveguides close to cutoff, it is found that the phase velocity can become superluminal and even negative. Multiple reflections of evanescent waves inside the waveguide are found to be the cause of a negative phase velocity below the cutoff frequency. The centroid delay of terahertz pulses propagating past a thin metal wire is found to be advanced or delayed depending on the polarization with respect to the wire. In all cases of superluminal propagation described here, the principle of causality is preserved. In a restricted sense, exchange of information faster than the speed of light is found possible, however, the principle of causality ensures that information cannot advance by more than the inverse bandwidth of the signal. This eliminates causal-loop paradoxes and ensures that faster-than-light communication is not practical. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. PACS: 42.25.Bs; 73.40.Gk; 42.65.Re; 03.65.Bz



1. Introduction It has been known for a long time w1x that electromagnetic waves can travel with superluminal velocity in regions of anomalous dispersion or evanescent propagation. Experimental studies have confirmed that the phase and even group velocity can exceed the speed of light in vacuum. This has naturally brought up the question whether superluminal exchange of information is possible or not. Past microwave experiments w2,3x have used either CW radiation or very long pulses and could not directly observe the propagation velocity of energy packets. Optical experiments w4–6x do not have access to ) Corresponding author. Tel.: q44-141-548-3381; fax: q44141-552-2891; e-mail: [email protected]



phase information as they only measure intensities rather than fields. Here we report on novel studies using free-space-propagating nearly single-cycle THz pulses w7,8x. The THz pulses are generated by optical rectification in a small spot, resulting in a beam that, in the near field, has a diameter of 200 mm. As the detection is coherent, the THz-pulse setup gives access to all the pertinent phase and amplitude information of a pulse traveling through a tunnel region while having good time-resolution. Therefore, the propagation characteristics of evanescent waves could be analyzed entirely in the time domain for the first time. In waveguides, it is found that the phase velocity can be superluminal or negative. This may result in the peak of a pulse emerging from a sample before entering it, in apparent but superficial contradiction with causality. Theoretically, the group ve-
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locity in a waveguide below cutoff is superluminal as well but a limited signal-to-noise ratio has prevented us from establishing that. However, in experiments on propagation past metal wires, the unique properties of single-cycle THz pulses could be used to prove that the group velocity is superluminal. Some of the superluminal propagation effects may be the result of absorptive pulse shaping in which, for example, the system preferentially transmits the front of the pulse. However, pure phase effects contribute to the temporal advance too and may in fact dominate. This can be expressed using the group and loss delays. If the complex field transmission is T˜Ž v ., these delays are given by w9x:



˜ Ev . tg q it L s yi E lnTr



Ž 1.



The loss delay, tL , is related to the delay induced by absorption or reflection that affects the front of the pulse more than the back or vice versa. Many authors have concluded w10x that the loss time Žwhich is often a delay rather than an advance. is most relevant to describe the physics of tunneling but there is no physical or experimental reason for this assertion. It has been argued w1,6,11x that superluminal communication can be ruled out using the principle of causality. A counter argument w12x is that practical signals are bandwidth limited, which makes the principle of causality inapplicable. In fact, practical signals have a power spectrum extending to infinite frequency but with vanishing power. Therefore, we find that non-evanescent waves will always end up dominating the signal at tunnel distances where superluminal communication would otherwise become useful. This rules out the possibility of practical faster-than-light communication.



2. Experimental Nearly single-cycle THz pulses are generated through optical rectification of femtosecond pulses in ZnTe Žsee Fig. 1. w8x. The laser source produces ; 150-fs pulses at 800 nm with a 250-kHz repetition rate. About 280 mW is focused onto a 0.5-mm thickness ²110: ZnTe crystal mounted on a translation stage that allows translation perpendicular to the beam. The THz pulses emitted by the crystal are collimated and focused with off-axis parabolic mir-



Fig. 1. Ža. Schematic diagram of the near-field THz-imaging setup. The THz pulses are generated by optical rectification of 120 fs pulses at 800 nm in ²110: ZnTe. BS: Beam splitter, S: sample and generation crystal on x – y translation stage, WP4: l r4 plate, EOS: electrooptic detection crystal, POL: polarizer, PD: photodiode. Žb. The sample is positioned on the back of the generation crystal, in the near field of the THz beam.



rors. The second parabolic mirror has a hole to allow an 800-nm gating beam to be overlapped with the THz beam in an identical ZnTe crystal. The gating beam has 8-mW average power. It is temporally delayed by a fast-scanning Ž6 Hz. optical delay line, and is focused into the detection crystal. The Pockels effect in the detection crystal causes the ellipticity of the gate beam to change in proportion to the instantaneous electric-field strength of the THz pulse. This time-delay dependent change in ellipticity is measured by sending the gate beam through a quarterwave plate, a Glan-Thompson polarizer, and balanced detection by a pair of photodiodes. The THz pulses have about one 0.4-ps long cycle and a spectrum that extends from 5 to 100 cmy1 Ž0.15 to 3 THz. w7x. Samples are mounted directly onto the ZnTe generation crystal. In the near field, the THz beam has a diameter of 200 mm w8x, which allows very efficient launching of energy into sub-wavelength waveguides. Transmission, refractive-index, and phase spectra are derived from the time-domain data by fast Fourier transformation. If E˜Ž v . is the FFT of the time-domain data and E˜0 Ž v . a reference spectrum, the field transmission is given by the absolute value of T˜Ž v .
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s E˜Ž v .rE˜0 Ž v .. Calculation of the accumulated phase Žor the refractive index. is slightly problematic as it involves a logarithm of a complex quantity. The method used here is that an overall refractive index is guessed at. The accumulated phase difference with respect to free space, is then calculated from



Dw Ž v . s wguess y iln



ž



T˜ Ž v . < T˜ Ž v . 
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